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RADIATION EFFECTS EDUCATION FOR MARSHALL ISLANDRESIDENTS 409914

DOE has selected PNL to prepare an educational and informational program

relating to radiation”and its effects for the Marshall Islands residents.
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.~t now desire to return. This”prog m~s part of a Congressional

mandate (Public Law 96-205--Burton Bill) to provide the people of the Marshall

Island atolls with educational material “sothat they may more fully understand
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nuclear rad”-”tionand its effects. This knowledge can help #xmwconside~the
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raciia~ion.impacts of their return~ The program will concentrate on providing ~dd~f

information for the people of Bikini, Enewetak, Rongelap, and-Utirik “
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effort is? “ “ to the work Bill Balr4~ PNL and ~
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~Aare providing in two booklets, “the Enewetak Atoll Today” and the soon-to-
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be-completed “TheMeaning of Radiation at Bikini Atoll”. The new~,programhinvolve~

working directly with the people of the,affected atolls ad the government of the ,JA4.L
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Marshall I’slandsJ A plan for providing an educational and informational program is -
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to be developed by November 1980 and will be reviewed by theADepartment of Interior

and a scientific advisory group appointed by the Department of Interior* The Depart-

ment of Interior has jurisdiction over the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

which includes the Marshall Islands.

Carl M. Unruh has been designated as the project leader for this effort. He,
ALA.

Bill Bair, and Ray Baalman will “be traveling to the islands ’in~ I to initiate “

contacts ”with the Marshallese government

niques for providing this information. -
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and to discuss training programs and tech-
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Bill, I’d like to submit the attached as a PNWD Highlight

if you have no objections. If there are changes you’d

like, feel free to alter the text.

Thanks.
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